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Annual highlights 
If the first full year was occupied in establishing the group, the second year of the DNRF award has one 
of  is laying foundations for a sustainable presence. As well as Matthew Collins (MC) both Enrico 
Cappellini (EC) and Hannes Schroder (HS) developed their independent groups 

 
Figure 1: We never knew so many people worked in Ancient Proteins. Participants in AP@20. 

In August, we held the first international ancient protein meeting in 20 years. Just under 100 
participants descended upon Copenhagen for three days of meetings. Katerina Douka (MPI Jena) and 
Matthew held a  workshop on how to advance protein fingerprinting, ZooMS,  a method described in an 
article later that year in the Atlantic as a ‘breakthrough technology’ for its role in uncovering hominid 
fossils. Earlier the same year we held a meeting focusing on activity in the Copenhagen area which was 
attended by 70 participants, at which Matthew gave his inaugural lecture.  Finally Enrico (EC) organized 
a session at the MaxQuant Summer School in Barcelona to highlight the potential for ancient proteins 
and the challenges that we face in the interpretation of degraded protein signals.   

It was a year of reviews, three to be exact.  Frido Welker (EC group) highlighted to the human evolution 
community what paleoproteomics is and how it may be integrated into future research. Enrico lead a 
multi-author team examining the history and future potential of ancient biomolecules.  Frido Welker 
(with Jessica Hendy and others) sought in their review to explain how to assess publications in 
palaeoproteomics, reflecting our concern regarding some of the published claims.  

Another element of building a platform for future research was the successful award of research grants 
to Frido Welker, Hannes Schroeder and Matthew Collins. Matthew’s ERC advanced Grant to explore 
biological signals in mediaeval manuscripts includes researchers based at the Royal Library, 
Arnamagnæan Institute and the Centre for Textile Research in Copenhagen. However this award was 
made slightly more complicated by his move from the University of York to take up the McDonald Chair 
in Palaeoproteomics at Cambridge (held as a 40% 
appointment).   

If final proof was needed that this was a transitional 
year, arguably the two most important findings of the 
year are not yet published, but the reports have been 
posted to bioRxiv.  Firstly, Enrico Cappellini and his 
team demonstrated the persistence of a 
phylogenetically useful and robust proteome in the 
dental enamel of a 1.8 Myr old rhino from Dmanisi. 
And secondly, Hannes Schroeder and Theis 
Trolle-Jensen found that 5,600 year old chewing gum 
was a rich source of biomolecular information.  

To be continued…. 
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https://www.palaeome.org/

